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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE REFRACTIVE 
INDEX AND KERR EFFECT OF THE TRANSFORMER 

OIL NYNAS NYTRO TAURUS 
 

The temperature dependence of refractive index of the mineral 
transformer oil Nynas Nytro Taurus within the range 278-385K is 
determined. Changes with temperature in the quadratic electrooptic 
response of the oil are investigated. The results obtained indicate 
the usefulness of the oil as immersion liquid in measurements of the 
quadratic electrooptic effect and electrostriction in crystals.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In isotropic media, including liquids, phenomena described by odd-rank polar 
tensors, like the linear electrooptic effect, are forbidden by symmetry rules and the 
lowest-order electrooptic effect is the quadratic one [1]. The changes in the 
refractive index n proportional to the square of low-frequency electric field E are 
often called as the Kerr effect [2] 

    2EBn λ=∆ ,                                                       (1) 

where B is the Kerr constant and λ is light wavelength.  
Previously, we considered the usefulness of different synthetic and mineral 

transformer oils as immersion liquids in measurements of quadratic electrooptic 
effect and electrostriction in crystals [3-6]. Such measurements are of special 
interest because the quadratic electrooptic effect in crystals attracts attention as 
related to numerous nonlinear phenomena (see, e.g. [4]). To increase the accuracy 
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of measurements, particularly in hygroscopic crystals, and to reduce the risk of 
electric breakdown, the sample is often placed in a bath containing a liquid which 
does not solve the crystal. In measurements of electrooptic properties based on 
interferometric methods the use of two immersion media with different refractive 
indices makes also possible to evaluate changes in the optical path due to the 
electrostriction [5]. However, any immersion liquid is a source of an additional 
contribution to the modulation of the light beam related to the fringing electric field 
and the Kerr constant of the liquid [3]. Thus to estimate this contribution, the Kerr 
constant (or quadratic electrooptic coefficient) has to be determined. 

This work presents subsequent results related to our attempts to find an 
extensive set of immersion liquids with different refractive indices and 
viscosities useful to increase the sensitivity of measurements. The investigations 
are often performed at different temperatures, therefore the Kerr constant of the oil 
is also determined as a function of temperature.  

Previously we have investigated both experimentally and theoretically 
conditions allowing for precise determination electrooptic effects in crystals (see, 
e.g. [3-5,7,8]). In our measurements we have also found that the properties of 
transformer oils used as immersion liquids have been changing with time. 
Therefore, the further aim of this work is to test if the refractive index the oil 
change after aging.  

 
 

2. MEASURMENTS OF THE REFRACTIVE INDEX OF FRESH 
AND AGED NYNAS NYTRO TAURUS OIL 

 
The temperature dependence of the refractive index of the fresh and aged oil 

was determined employing the Abbe refractometer (RL1 PZO) for �=589 nm The 
measurements were performed within the temperature range 278K - 363K. The oil 
was aged by 6 cycles of heating up to 385 K and next cooling to room temperature. 
The results obtained are shown in Fig.1. The plots presented in Fig.1 indicate that 
the changes in the refractive index with temperature may be approximated by the 
linear relationship 
 

 ( ) baTTn += . (2)  
 
The parameters of fitting for the fresh and aged oil are compared in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1. Changes of the refractive index with temperature in the fresh and aged oil  
          Nynas Nytro Taurus, respectively ∆n = 0.0005 

 
 Table 1  

Comparison of parameters used to fit the temperature dependence of the refractive index 
of the fresh and aged Nynas Nytro Taurus oil.  
 

Oil �
�

�
�
�

�± −

K
1

10aa 4∆  bb ∆±  

Fresh  01,091,3 ±−  0,00061,5941±  

Aged  01,089,3 ±−  0,00051,5935±  

 
The results obtained indicate that either the differences between the refractive 
indices of the fresh and aged oil and their temperature dependencies are practically 
negligible. 
 

 
3. MEASURMENTS OF THE KERR EFFECT AND QUADRATIC 

ELECTROOPTIC EFFECT OF THE OIL 
 

 
We have used the dynamic method the basis of which is the harmonic analysis 

of light passed through a cell containing an investigated medium placed 
between the polarizer and analyzer and modulated by an electric field 

)sin()( 0 tEtE ω= (see, e.g. [6,9]). The optical bias allowing for measurements on 
the linear, most sensitive part of the transmission characteristic of the system was 
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provided by a quarter-wave plate. The lock-in technique and  computer controlled 
data acquisition and processing system were employed to measure the modulation 
index m(2ω) = I(2ω)/I0, where I0 is the constant component of the light intensity 
transmitted by the system and I(2ω) is the second harmonic of the emerging light 
intensity. In the measurements the He-Ne laser (λ = 0.633 µm) was employed and 
the electric field of frequency 417 Hz was applied to the cell. As usually in the 
dynamic technique [6,9], the Kerr constant was determined using the following 
expression 

    
( )

lU2
d2m

B 2

2

π
ω= ,                                               (3) 

 
where d is the distance between electrodes, l is the length of electrodes and U 
is the amplitude of the modulating voltage. The Kerr constant may be related to 
the effective quadratic electrooptic coefficient gef of the oil by the following 
formula [10] 
 

    3ef n
B2g λ=   .             (4) 

 
Here, the coefficient gef  is defined as 
 

    ( )111111223ef gg
n
2g −= ,           (5) 

 
where g1122 and g1111 are the quadratic electrooptic coefficients related to the main 
axes of the optical indicatrix describing the birefringence of the oil subjected to the 
electric field. The effective quadratic electrooptic coefficient of the liquid has to be 
known to estimate the contribution due to the fringing field and the quadratic 
electrooptic response of the liquid.  

The changes in gef with temperature, are shown in Fig. 2. To obtain these 
values the temperature dependence of the refractive index of the oil was taken into 
account.  
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the effective quadratic electrooptic coefficient of the 

Nynas Nytro Taurus oil. The line represents the relation: 
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4. DISCUSSION 
 
The results obtained show that in the Nynas Nytro Taurus oil the Kerr 

constant and coefficient gef possess comparable values with those observed in 
mineral transformer oils investigated previously [3,11,12], i.e. K is of the order 
of magnitude 10-15 m/V2 and gef  is about 10-22 m2/V2. The Kerr constant of the 
oil used as the immersion liquid is small enough not to disturb significantly 
measurements of electrooptic properties of crystals. Immersion liquids of 
appropriate viscosity can reduce mechanical noises improving considerably the 
sensitivity of measurements, particularly, those based on interferometric 
methods. The more extensive set of immersion liquids of different refractive 
indices and viscosities is available, the more precise measurement may be 
performed. 
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WPŁYW TEMPERATURY NA WSPÓŁCZYNNIK 
ZAŁAMANIA �WIATŁA I EFEKT KERRA 

OLEJU TRANSFORMATOROWEGO  
NYNANS NYTRO TAURUS 

 
Streszczenie 

 
Wyznaczono temperaturow� zale�no�� współczynnika załamania �wiatła 

w oleju mineralnym Nynas Nytro Taurus w zakresie temperatur od 278 do 
385 K. Zbadano wła�ciwo�ci elektrooptyczne tego oleju w funkcji zmian 
temperatury. Uzyskane wyniki wskazuj�, �e badany olej mo�e by� stosowany 
jako ciecz immersyjna w pomiarach efektów elektrooptycznych i elektrostrykcji 
w kryształach. 
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